Abstract Multi-valued data are commonly found in many real applications. During the process of clustering multivalued data, most existing methods use sampling or aggregation mechanisms that cannot reflect the real distribution of objects and their instances and thus fail to obtain highquality clusters. In this paper, a concept of α-approximation distance is introduced to measure the connectivity between multi-valued objects by taking account of the distribution of the instances. An α-approximation density-based clustering algorithm (DBCMO) is proposed to efficiently cluster the multi-valued objects by using global and local R* tree structures. To speed up the algorithm, four pruning rules on the tree structures are implemented. Empirical studies on synthetic and real datasets demonstrate that DBCMO can efficiently and effectively discover the multi-valued object clusters. A comparison with two existing methods further shows that DBCMO can better handle a continuous decrease in the cluster density and detect clusters of varying density.
limited observation data can only reveal the objects' states with a certain probability.
The clustering of multi-valued objects is the process of grouping objects into different partitions based on similarity measurements or connectivity calculations. Based on the mechanism used for measuring similarity or connectivity, the clustering algorithms for multi-valued objects can be divided into two main categories: aggregation-based clustering and sampling-based clustering. Aggregation-based clustering methodology first transfers the multi-valued objects into single-valued objects with an aggregation function (e.g. the mean). After that, various traditional clustering algorithms can be applied directly. Sampling-based methods obtain a sequence of sample points for each object using sampling techniques. And then the distance density function or the expected distance of two objects can be computed with the multiple discrete distance values from the samples.
Both aggregation and sampling are useful in reducing computational cost, especially when there is large number of values for objects. However, determination of a proper aggregation function or sampling strategy is not trivial. The following example is used to illustrate the issues. Fig. 1 shows the check-in locations of three users of a locationbased social network, where the check-in locations of users A, B and C are indicated with squares, circles and triangles, respectively. The size of the legend represents the frequency of the check-in at the location, i.e. a legend with a larger size means more frequent check-ins at the location by the user. The challenges come from the following aspects when a clustering method is used to group these users:
1) It is not easy to determine a suitable aggregation function or sampling method for these multi-valued objects.
The check-in locations of three users are distributed irregularly. No prior knowledge of the value distributions makes it difficult to choose an aggregation or sampling method appropriately. 2) The commonly used aggregation (e.g. expectation function) and sampling (e.g. Monte Carlo) methods cannot provide the desired results for all three objects with different value distributions. For example, the expectation function can be used to approximate the value distribution of users A and C, but it cannot reflect the distribution of check-in locations for user B, since the expected check-in location is far away from all instances with high weights. If we use the Monte Carlo method to generate the samples, the most representative instances (check-in locations) with higher weights of user B cannot be included in the sampling results, because these instances only make up a very small proportion of the total instances. The heterogeneous value distribution of different users is the major cause of the above defects.
The value distribution of multi-valued objects has a great impact on the clustering results, since it affects the distance function computations between different data points (Aggarwal and Yu 2009). However, current aggregation-based and sampling-based clustering algorithms only explore the distribution of objects without considering the distribution of their values during the clustering process. Considering that the density distribution of a multi-valued object is determined by all of its values with kernel density estimation (Scott 1992) , the density distribution of a cluster is determined by all objects that it contains. The loss of value or weight information in aggregation and sampling can change the density distributions of objects, which in turn changes the density distributions of clusters. Therefore, after applying aggregation or sampling, the distance computation among different multi-valued objects may no longer be based on their actual density distribution.
In this paper, we formalize the concept of multi-valued objects and investigate the problem of density-based approximation clustering of multi-valued objects, aiming to detect clusters by exploiting both the distribution of objects and the distribution of their values. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as:
1) The α-approximation distance is proposed to measure the distance between two multi-valued objects. Compared with the distance measurement based on aggregation and sampling techniques, the α-approximation distance is calculated by exploiting all values of each object. On the basis of the real density distribution of multi-valued objects, the proposed distance measure can better reveal the closeness among the objects. 2) A novel density-based approximation clustering algorithm (DBCMO) is presented for multi-valued objects. DBCMO groups the objects into different partitions based on the α-approximation distance measures. By utilizing value distribution information in the distance calculation and object distribution information in the connectivity computation, DBCMO clusters the multi-valued objects with the consideration of both the distribution of objects and the distribution of their values. 3) To improve the efficiency of DBCMO, two new data structures -local R* tree and global R* tree -are used to organize a set of multi-valued objects. Moreover, various pruning techniques and rules are proposed to reduce computational cost for the α-approximation distance calculation and neighborhood searches for multi-valued objects. 4) Extensive experiments on synthetic and real datasets have been conducted to demonstrate the advantage of clustering multi-valued objects based on the object and value distributions, as well as the efficiency and scalability of DBCMO.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related work. Section 3 formalizes the multi-valued clustering problem and presents our newly designed α-approximation density-based clustering algorithm called DBCMO. In Section 4, the structures of the local and global R* trees are introduced, followed by an efficient algorithm to compute the α-approximation distance. In Section 5, an algorithm is proposed to retrieve all neighbors of a given multi-valued object, and four pruning rules are presented to reduce the computation. Experiments on synthetic and real datasets are performed in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the paper and discusses future work.
Related work
In recent years, much research has been conducted to address the clustering of uncertain data. Most of the existing studies on clustering uncertain data are largely various extensions of traditional clustering algorithms designed for certain data (Jiang et al. 2013) : some can be applied on multi-valued data. Kriegel and Pfeifle (2005) proposed a density-based clustering algorithm FDBSCAN for uncertain data, which integrates the distance probability distribution function in uncertain clustering. In FDBSCAN, the distance probability distribution function is approximated with sampling. MonteCarlo sampling is used to derive the same number of sam-ples for each object according to its probability density function (pdf). The algorithm outperforms some other algorithms, such as UNION and INTERSECTION (Kailing et al. 2004) , with better recall and precision. However, due to sampling all objects in the dataset with the same size, FDBSCAN does not work with the datasets in which the number of values for different multi-valued objects varies dramatically.
The UK-means algorithm Wang et al. 2006 ) extends the K-means algorithm in order to cluster uncertain data, where an uncertain object is represented by an uncertain region with a probability density function. The expected distance between an uncertain object and a cluster representative is used to assign the object into a partition. Instead of identifying regions with high density, UK-means searches for the regions with high expected density based on the probability density functions of the objects. After dividing its uncertain region into a number of grids, the probability density function of an uncertain object in UK-means is approximated by recording the probability density of samples in each grid. The expected distance between each object and cluster representative pair is then calculated to partition the objects for each iteration.
Since UK-means does not require the same number of samples for each object, it supports the clustering of multivalued objects with varying number of values. However, the centroid of a group of uncertain objects in UK-means is reduced to a deterministic (i.e. non-uncertain) point, which is defined as the average of the expected values of the objects belonging to the cluster. Since the cluster centroids are generated without considering the variance information of the cluster members, UK-means cannot separate clusters with the same central tendency but different variances.
In practice, some dimensions may be much more uncertain than others in the clustering process over most of the uncertain data points (Aggarwal and Reddy 2014) . In this case, the cluster centroids should not be treated as deterministic entities. Gullo and Tagarelli (2012) proposed a novel notion of a cluster centroid, called a U-centroid, for clustering these uncertain data. The U-centroid of each cluster is treated as an uncertain object, which is defined in terms of a random variable. The realizations of the random variable describe all possible deterministic representations of the centroid being defined, which are derived from all deterministic representations of the uncertain objects in the cluster. By representing the centroid as an uncertain entity, the clustering of uncertain objects based on the U-centroid allows for better representation of a group of uncertain objects, thus supporting a consistently improved clustering performance.
The partitional clustering of uncertain objects based on the U-centroid is, however, an NP-hard problem. Therefore, some approximation algorithms have been proposed for clustering uncertain data, which provide the clustering results with a bounded performance ratio and/or a bounded cost ratio. Cormode and McGregor (2008) proposed two bi-criteria approximation algorithms. The first one picks O(kε −1 log 2 n) centers and achieves a (1 + ε) approximation to the best uncertain k-centers. The second one selects 2k centers and achieves a constant factor approximation. However, both approximations fail to preserve the number of centers. Guha and Munagala (2009) presented an intuitive approximation algorithm for the probabilistic k-center problem that does not violate the number of centers.
Finally, Zhang et al. (2010) investigated the issues of the KNN search over multi-valued objects. Two R tree structures -the global R-tree and the local aR-tree -were used to store the multi-valued objects and their values, respectively. Based on the presented φ -quantile distance, two models φ -quantile KNN and φ -quantile group-based KNN were proposed to find the relative-distribution-sensitive k-nearest neighbors. However, the problem is different to the clustering problem discussed in this paper.
Definitions and algorithm framework
In this section, the definitions used in this paper are presented. The density-based clustering algorithm DBCMO (α-approximation density-based clustering of multi-valued objects) is then proposed to group multi-valued objects based on the distribution of objects and values.
Basic definitions
, has weight ω o i with 0 < ω o i ≤ 1. The sum of weights over all instances is equal to 1, i.e. ∑ n i=1 ω o i = 1 . Table 1 shows two users (Paul and Qiana, or p and q for short) of a location-based social network. They checked in from 3 and 6 different locations in a certain period of time, respectively. The X and Y coordinates represent the location of each check-in. The weight represents the normalized frequency of the check-in location. Therefore, each user can be defined as a multi-valued object. The value distributions of the two objects are shown in Fig. 2 , where each point in two-dimensional space is an instance of the objects and the size of the point represents the weight of the instance.
Definition 2 (Instance Pair) Given two multi-valued objects p and q, an instance pair ((p i , q j ), ω(p i , q j )) is a tuple that p i is the i th instance of p and q j is the j th instance of q. The weight of the instance pair ω(p i , q j ) is given by the product of the weights of the two instances, ω(p i ) × ω(q j ). All possible instance pairs constitue the insance pair set of p and q. To determine the closeness between two multi-valued objects, the neighbor of a multi-valued object is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (α-Approximation Neighbor) Given threshold α (0 < α ≤ 1) and radius E ps for two multi-valued objects p and q, q is an α-approximation neighbor of p, if
indicates the distance between the two instances p i and q j . In this paper, the Euclidean distance is chosen for distance calculation among instances.
According to the definition of α-approximation neighbor, all instance pairs of the two objects are examined. The weights of instance pairs with the distance being less than or equal to E ps are accumulated. If the accumulated weight is larger than or equal to α, the two multi-valued objects are α-approximation neighbors. In other words, if q is an α-approximation neighbor of p, the probability that the distance between p and q is less than or equal to E ps is larger than or equal to α.
The advantage of the α-approximation neighbor over the existing methods is that it measures the closeness among objects based on the distance probability distribution, which is determined by the value distribution of objects. Moreover, the α-approximation neighbor is determined based on the similarity measure of the real density distribution of objects, since all values are investigated; however, the current aggregation-based and sampling-based methods use approximate density distributions reconstructed from aggregated values and samples, respectively. The α-approximation neighbor is symmetric for pairs of objects.
In the example shown in Fig. 2 , if we suppose that α = 0.5 and E ps = 25, then the following 12 instance pairs (p i , q j ) satisfy the condition that the distance between its two components p i and q j is less than or equal to E ps: ((p 3 , q 4 ), 0.08), and ((p 3 , q 5 ), 0.03), where the second element in each tuple indicates the weight of the instance pair. Since the total weight of these instance pairs is 0.52, q is an α-approximation neighbor of p. To facilitate the efficient determination of α-approximation neighbors, the distance between two multi-valued objects is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (α-Approximation Distance) Given a threshold α (0 < α ≤ 1), the α-approximation distance between two multi-valued objects p and q, denoted by d α (p, q), is the distance of the j th instance pair s j in the sorted instance pair set S with ∑
where S is obtained by sorting all instance pairs (p m , q n ) of p and q ascending over the distance dist(p m , q n ).
The α-approximation distance measures the distance between two multi-valued objects by taking account of the value distribution of the two objects. The relationship between p and q can be determined by comparing d α (p, q) with E ps. If d α (p, q) > E ps holds, p and q are not α-approximation neighbors, since the cumulated weight of instance pairs (p m , q n ) with dist(p m , q n ) ≤ E ps is less than α.
Based on the concept of α-approximation neighbor, the neighborhood of a multi-valued object and other densitybased clustering concepts can be defined as follows:
Definition 5 (α-Approximation E ps-Neighborhood) Given a multi-valued object o in a set of objects D, the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of o with respect to α and E ps, denoted by α-N E ps (o), is defined as α-N E ps (o) = {p|p ∈ D and p is an α-approximation neighbor of o}.
Definition 6 (α-Approximation Multi-valued Core Object) A multi-valued object o is called an α-approximation multi-valued core object with respect to α, E ps and MinObs in a set of objects D, if there are at least a minimum number (MinObs) of multi-valued objects in its α-approximation E ps-neighborhood, i.e. |α-N E ps (o)| ≥ MinObs.
Definition 7 (α-Approximation Directly Density-reachable) Given a multi-valued object o in a set of objects D, a multivalued object p is directly density-reachable from o with respect to α, E ps and MinObs, if: (1) o is an α-approximation multi-valued core object; and, (2) p ∈ α-N E ps (o). add all objects x ∈ α-N E ps (o) into C and a queue Q 8:
while Q is not empty do 9:
get the first object q in Q 10:
if |α-N E ps (q)| ≥ MinObs then 11:
for each object t ∈ α-N E ps (q) do 12:
if t is unclassified then 13:
add t into Q 14:
add t into C 15:
remove q from Q Definition 8 (α-Approximation Density-reachable) Multivalued objects p and q are α-approximation density-reachable with respect to α, E ps and MinObs, if there is a chain of objects p 1 , . . . , p n , p 1 = p, p n = q such that p i+1 is α-approximation directly density reachable from p i .
Definition 9 (α-Approximation Density-based Cluster)) An α-approximation density-based cluster C is a non-empty subset of D satisfying: ∀p, q ∈ D, if p ∈ C and q is α-approximation density reachable from p, then q ∈ C.
DBCMO algorithm
The traditional density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996) groups a dataset into different partitions by continuously adding objects to the current partition which are density reachable from the current query object. DBCMO works in a similar way. As shown in Algorithm 1, DBCMO starts by querying the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of an arbitrary object o to see if it is dense enough, i.e. |α-N E ps (o)| ≥ MinObs. If not, o is labeled as noise; otherwise, a new cluster C is created and all objects x ∈ α-N E ps (o) are placed in C. The neighborhood of each of o's neighbors is examined in the same way to see if it can be added to C. This process is repeated until all objects that are α-approximation densityreachable to o have been added to the cluster C. If C cannot be expanded further, DBCMO chooses another unlabeled object and repeats this process until all objects have been assigned to a cluster or labeled as noise.
DBCMO provides a solution for clustering multi-valued objects. However, the computational cost of the algorithm is high if no optimization is applied. In particular, the most expensive step is the determination of the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood for all multi-valued objects. In the following two sections, a set of data structures and optimization techniques are introduced to help reduce the computational cost of DBCMO.
α-Approximation neighbor determination
In this section, we discuss how to determine the α-approximation neighbors of a multi-valued object. First, two tree data structures used to organize the multi-valued objects and their instances are presented. An efficient algorithm is then proposed to calculate the α-approximation distance between two multi-valued objects.
Data structures
We have extended the R* tree (Beckmann et al. 1990 ) and build two tree data structures -local R* tree and global R* tree -to store a set of multi-valued objects.
For each multi-valued object, a local R* tree is created to store its instances. Each leaf node records one instance of the object as a point in d-dimensional space. The root and each intermediate node correspond to a minimum bounding box (MBB), covering multiple instances in the MBB. Moreover, two extra fields are added in each node. A weight field is used to record the total weight of instances covered by the corresponding MBB. The value of the weight field for the root node is 1, and the value for a leaf node is the weight of the specific instance. A Boolean field named isRemoved, with a default value of false, is added to help assist pruning strategies, which is discussed in the next section.
To organize the objects in the dataset, a global R* tree is constructed based on the MBBs of each multi-valued object. Specifically, the MBB of each object is first obtained by returning the MBB of the root node of its local R* tree. The global R* tree is then built on the MBBs. In the global R* tree, each leaf node is the MBB of a multi-valued object. Additionally, each leaf node maintains a pointer to its corresponding local R* tree. Fig. 3 shows two local R* trees and a global R* tree built for the example shown in Fig. 2 . Two multi-valued objects Paul and Qiana are presented as leaf entries of the global R* tree. The instances of Paul and Qiana are organized with two local R* trees; and, E 1 and E 2 are entries corresponding to the roots of the two local R* trees, where E 1 has three child entries {E 11 , E 12 , E 13 } and E 2 has two entries {E 21 , E 22 }. Moreover, E 21 and E 22 have three child entries {E 211 , E 212 , E 213 } and {E 221 , E 222 , E 223 }, respectively.
As mentioned in Section 2, R trees were used to store multi-valued objects in Zhang et al. (2010) . In this paper, we organize the instances and objects with R* trees rather than R trees based on the following considerations: (1) R* trees can efficiently support both multidimensional points and spatial data, while each instance of an object is a point 
α-Approximation distance calculation
The most critical step in the DBCMO process is the determination of whether two objects are α-approximation neighbors. Given two multi-valued objects p and q, the relationship of p and q can be predicted based on their α-approximation
According to definition 4, the approximation distance can be calculated with the following steps: the instance pair set of the two objects is first obtained by traversing their local R* trees synchronously level by level. The instance pair set is then sorted in ascending order, in terms of the distance between each pair of instances. Finally, the weights of instance pairs from the first element of the sorted instance pair set is added until the sum of weight is greater than or equal to α; and, the distance of the last investigated instance pair is output as the approximation distance.
Specifically, to obtain the instance pair set, all entry pairs in each level are iteratively enumerated to retrieve the set of entry pairs (entry pair set) in the next level. The weight of an entry pair is equal to the total weight of the instance pairs that it contains, i.e. the product of the weight from the two entries. If one local R* tree reaches its leaf level, the other local R* tree remains to be enumerated until both trees reach their leaf levels.
Regarding the example shown in Fig. 3 , one entry pair (E 1 , E 2 ) exists in the first level; and, the weight ω(E 1 , E 2 ) is equal to ω(E 1 ) × ω(E 2 ). To get the set of entry pairs in the next level, (E 1 , E 2 ) is enumerated and the entry pair set of the second level is obtained, i.e. {(E 11 , E 21 ), (E 11 , E 22 ), (E 12 , E 21 ), (E 12 , E 22 ), (E 13 , E 21 ), (E 13 , E 22 )}. In the next step, for each pair of entries in the current entry pair set, only the entry from the local R* tree of Qiana is enumerated to retrieve the entry pairs in the next level as the entry from the local R* tree of Paul is a leaf entry: for example, (E 11 , E 21 ) produces three child entry pairs (E 11 , E 211 ), (E 11 , E 212 ), and (E 11 , E 213 ) by enumerating E 21 . Finally, the instance pair set consisting of eighteen instance pairs is obtained. After sorting the instance pair set, the total weight of the first eleven instance pairs,
The distance calculation is costly, because all possible instance pairs are enumerated and sorted.
To avoid enumerating all entry pairs during the process described above, an early enumeration pruning is proposed in this paper. The basic idea works as follows: if the α-approximation distance d α (p, q) between two objects p and q can be estimated with an interval, i.e. d lower
, then an entry pair can be pruned if: (1) the minimum distance between the two entries of local R* trees is greater than the upper bound of the interval (d min > d upper α ), or (2) the maximum distance between the two entries of local R* trees is less than the lower bound of the interval
In the first case, since the minimum distance between the pair of entries is greater than the upper bound of the approximation distance, the distances of all instance pairs generated from the entry pair are guaranteed to be greater than d α (p, q). As a result, the entry pair makes no contribution to the search for the approximation distance and can thus be ignored.
In the second case, all instance pairs contained in the entry pair contribute their weight to the distance calculation, because the distance between any pair of instances in the entry pair is guaranteed to be smaller than d α (p, q). Assume that in the current level, the total weight of the entry pairs pruned with d max < d lower α is θ . In the next level, we compute the (α − θ )-approximation distance by exploiting the remaining entry pairs. In this way, a smaller instance pair set can be obtained by iteratively enumerating the unpruned entry pairs level by level, while all unqualified instance pairs are pruned early before they are added to the instance pair set with enumeration.
The are initialized with the distances between the MBBs of the two objects; and, a refinement-based method is then used to update their values level by level. The updating is based on the following strategy: once we treat each entry pair in the current entry pair set as an instance pair, the two bounds can be updated by calculating the approximation distance with these entry pairs. Specifically, if the minimum distance of each entry pair is used when the entry pair is treated as an instance pair, the resulting approximation distance can be used to update d lower α , since it is guaranteed to be smaller than the true approximation distance. Similarly, d
upper α can be updated with the resulting approximation distance regarding the maximum distances of entry pairs.
The above method can use the child entry pair set in each level instead of the entry pair set to update the two bounds. The minimum distance of entry pairs in the (k + 1) th level is not less than that of their parent entry pairs from the k th level; and, the maximum distance of entry pairs in the (k + 1) th level is not greater than that of their parent entry pairs from the k th level. Thus, the resulting interval
upper α ] from the child entry pair set is tighter than that of the entry pair set, and then has better pruning power.
The updating cost can be further reduced if the entry pair set is pruned with the two bounds d lower α,prev and d upper α,prev obtained in the previous level before using the set of entry pairs for the approximation distance calculation. Note that each entry of a local R* tree is an MBB. Minimum distance d min and maximum distance d max of an entry pair are the minimum and maximum distances between the two MBBs (as shown in Fig. 4 ). to be obtained is guaranteed to be not less than the lower bound d lower α,prev in the previous level; therefore, the minimum distance of the child entry pairs in SetO fChildEntryPairs is Algorithm 2 updateLowerBound (SetO fChildEntryPairs, PreviousLowerBound, al pha)
remove (E, E ) from SetO fChildEntryPairs 6: sort SetO fChildEntryPairs in ascending order regarding the minimum distance of entry pairs 7: accumulatedWeight = 0 8: for each entry pair (E, E ) ∈ SetO fChildEntryPairs do 9:
if accumulatedWeight ≥ al pha − theta then 11:
break 13: return currentLowerBound Algorithm 3 updateUpperBound (SetO fChildEntryPairs, PreviousU pperBound, al pha)
remove (E, E ) from SetO fChildEntryPairs 4: sort SetO fChildEntryPairs in ascending order regarding the maximum distance of entry pairs 5: accumulatedWeight = 0 6: for each entry pair (E, E ) ∈ SetO fChildEntryPairs do 7:
currentU pperBound = d max (E, E ) 10: break 11: return currentU pperBound less than d lower α if the minimum distance is less than d lower α,prev . These child entry pairs, thus, only contribute their weights for the approximation distance calculation. To update d lower α , all child entry pairs with d min < d lower α,prev are removed from SetO fChildEntryPairs (line 5), and their weights are accumulated in theta (line 4). The (al pha−theta)-approximation distance for the renewed child entry pair set, regarding distance d min , is then computed (lines 6 to12). In this way, the computational cost can be reduced, as only part of all possible child entry pairs are checked.
The make no contribution in the search for the approximation distance. By removing these child entry pairs from SetO fChildEntryPairs (line 3), the computational cost is reduced.
Based on early enumeration pruning, the α-approximation distance can be calculated efficiently using a two-step filtering/refining method. In the filtering step, after obtaining the Algorithm 4 calculateAlphaApproxDistance(LocalR * Tree1, LocalR * Tree2, al pha) 
for each entry pair (E, E ) ∈ candidateEntryPairs do 11:
remove (E, E ) from candidateEntryPairs 13:
remove (E, E ) from candidateEntryPairs 16:
al pha = al pha − theta; entryPairs = candidateEntryPairs 17:
18: while entryPairs only contains leaf entries 19: calculate the approximation distance dist with entryPairs 20: return dist root entries of two objects' local R* trees, the enumeration is conducted level by level with pruning. In this step, many candidate instance pairs are eliminated. In the refining step, the approximation distance is calculated using sorting based on the remaining candidate instance pairs. It is a computationally expensive process, but the input set for this step, due to the filtering step, has low cardinality. Given the local R* trees (LocalR * Tree1, LocalR * Tree2) of two multi-valued objects, Algorithm 4 illustrates the filtering/refining algorithm to calculate the α-approximation distance between these two objects. At first, d lower α and d upper α are initialized with the minimum distance d min (E 1 , E 2 ) and the maximum distance d max (E 1 , E 2 ) of the root entry pair, respectively (lines 2 and 3), since
The child entry pair set of (E 1 , E 2 ) is then obtained with enumeration (line 4), and the algorithm goes to the filtering step (lines 5 to 18).
The filtering is an iteration-based process. In each iteration, two temporary variables are defined (lines 6 and 7), where theta is used to store the total weight of the entry pairs pruned by d lower are then updated by calculating the approximation distance of the child entry pair set regarding d min and d max , respectively (lines 8 and 9). Afterward, the two updated bounds are used to prune the child entry pairs (lines 10 to 15). The process is repeated until the current entry pair set only contains leaf entries, i.e. the instance pair set is obtained. Since the maximum distance d max of each entry pair is the same as its minimum distance d min , no entry pair can be pruned from the instance pair set. In this case, the α-approximation distance is calculated directly with the remaining instance pairs (line 19). The time complexity of calculating the α-approximation distance is linear regarding |p| × |q|, i.e. O(|p| × |q|), where |p| and |q| are the number of instances of the two objects, respectively.
Determination of the neighborhood of a multi-valued object
In DBCMO, the most computationally expensive operation is finding the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood (i.e., getNeighborhood in Algorithm 1) of multi-valued objects. For multi-valued object o, the α-approximation distance between o and each other object in the database is computed when the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of o is required. In this section, we present an efficient approach to find all α-approximation E ps-neighbors of a given object o with four pruning rules. The first three rules are used to prune an entry of the global R* tree, while the fourth rule trims the local R* tree of the remaining objects.
Pruning rules for global R* tree
Let E be an entry in the global R* tree, and MBB(o) be the MBB of an object o (i.e. the root entry of the local R* tree of o). The following three pruning rules (pruning rules 1 to 3) use the local R* tree of object o to prune entry E in the global R* tree.
If the minimum distance between the MBB of object o and the MBB of entry E in the global R* tree is greater than or equal to threshold E ps, the minimum distance between the MBB of o and the MBB of each object contained in E is certainly greater than or equal to E ps. Thus, all objects contained in E are not in the α-approximation E psneighborhood of o, and E can be pruned.
If the maximum distance between the MBBs of object o and entry E in the global R* tree is less than or equal to threshold E ps, the maximum distance between the MBBs of o and each object contained in E is definitely less than or equal to E ps. Thus, all objects contained in E are in the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of o. These objects can be added into the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of o without calculating the α-approximation distance to object o.
According to the definition of an α-approximation neighbor, if two multi-valued objects are α-approximation neighbors, the total weight of instance pairs whose distance is less than or equal to E ps should be greater than or equal to α. In other words, the total weight of instance pairs with the distance being greater than E ps should be less than or equal to 1-α. Given two multi-valued objects, if sufficient instance pairs with the distance greater than E ps are identified (the total weight is greater than 1-α), the two objects are not α-approximation neighbors. To prune an entry in a global or local R* tree with this concept, the following two definitions are given:
Definition 10 (Maximal E ps-pruning Entry) Given an entry E of a global or local R* tree and an entry E i from the local R* tree R * o of an object o, E i is a maximal E ps-pruning entry of o regarding E if: (1) d min (E i , E ) > E ps; and, (2) d min (E P i , E ) ≤ E ps, where E P i is the parent entry of E i .
In definition 10, E can be an entry in the global R* tree or a local R* tree. If E is an entry in the global R* tree, the distances between each instance contained in a maximal E ps-pruning entry E i of object o and all instances of each object contained in E are greater than E ps. Similarly, if E is an entry in a local R* tree, the distances between each instance contained in a maximal E ps-pruning entry E i of object o and each instance contained in E are greater than E ps. Given entry E , a maximal E ps-pruning entry E i indicates a set of instances that are far away from all objects (or instances) contained in E with the distance greater than E ps. Moreover, E i is the entry to prune E with the maximal weight value in the corresponding branch of R * o , which helps avoid further examination of its descendants.
Definition 11 (Maximal E ps-pruning Entry Set) Given an entry E of a global or local R* tree and the local R* tree R * o of an object o, the maximal E ps-pruning entry set § of o regarding E is a set that contains all maximal E ps-pruning entries (regarding E ) in R * o . Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a maximal E ps-pruning entry set. Given an entry E , if the minimum distance between each entry above the curve and E is less than or equal to E ps and the minimum distance between each entry under the curve and E is greater than E ps, then three maximal E ps-pruning entries exist in the local R* tree regarding E : thus, § = {E 21 , E 221 , E 231 }.
On the basis of the maximal E ps-pruning entry set, the following pruning rule is defined:
On the basis of maximal E ps-pruning entry set, we have the following pruning rule:
Pruning Rule 3 If § is the maximal E ps-pruning entry set of o regarding E and ∑ E i ∈ § ω(E i ) > 1 − α, then E can be pruned.
For each maximal E ps-pruning entry in §, the minimal distance between any instance of o contained in the maximal 1: entryPairs1 = Null; entryPairs2 = Null; delta = 0 2: add all child entries of the root node of the local R * tree of o to entryPairs1 3: while entryPairs1 is not empty do 4:
for each entry E ∈ entryPairs1 do 5:
set the field isRemoved of E as true 7:
if delta > 1 − al pha then 9:
return true 10:
add all child entries of E to entryPairs2 13: entryPairSet1 = entryPairSet2; entryPairSet2 = Null 14: return f alse E ps-pruning entry and E is greater than E ps. If the total weight of entries in § is greater than 1-α, the total weight of instances indexed by the entries in § is greater than 1-α. For each object contained in E, the distance from each instance indexed by the entries in § to all instances of the object is greater than E ps; and, the total weight of these instance pairs is greater than 1-α. Each object contained in E, therefore, is not an α-approximation neighbor of object o; and, E can be pruned.
Algorithm 5 shows the detailed steps of how pruning rule 3 works, given a multi-valued object o and an entry E in the global R* tree. In the algorithm, theta is the total weight of maximal E ps-pruning entries found so far, while entryPairs1 is the set of entries to be examined in the current level and entryPairs2 is the set of entries to be examined in the next level. Local R* tree R * o of object o is visited level by level from the root (line 2). At each level, all entries in entryPairs1 are checked (lines 4 to 12). Entries E with d min (E , E) > E ps (maximal E ps-pruning entries) are logically removed from R * o by setting isRemoved = true (line 6), and their weights are accumulated into delta (line 7).
For untrimmed entries, all entries E with d max (E , E) > E ps are extended and their child entries are stored in entryPairs2 (line 12) for further trimming in the next iteration (line 13). The algorithm does not examine untrimmed entries E with d max (E , E) ≤ E ps, since they do not contain any maximal E ps-pruning entry regarding E. The algorithm terminates if delta is larger than 1-α and E can then be pruned (line 9), or all maximal E ps-pruning entries have been found but the total weight is not larger than 1-α and E cannot be pruned (line 14).
If E cannot be pruned by the third pruning rule, the trimmed local R* tree R * o,trim will be used in next pruning rule. The flag of isRemoved is assigned as true for all removed entries in R * o,trim .
To prune an entry E of the global R* tree, we first check pruning rule 1, true is returned if E is pruned. If not, we invoke pruning rule 2. Each object according to the leaf nodes indexed by E is added to the α-approximation E psneighborhood of o; and, true is returned if E is pruned. Otherwise, pruning rule 3 is invoked. Finally, true is returned if E is pruned.
Pruning rule for local R* tree
In pruning rule 3, the maximal E ps-pruning entry set is used to prune an entry E in the global R* tree. If unpruned entry E in rule 3 is a leaf entry of the global R* tree, which corresponds to an object p, then pruning rule 4 can be applied by using the trimmed local R* tree R * o,trim of object o obtained from pruning rule 3. The principle of pruning rule 4 is as follows: in the local R* tree of object p (corresponding to unpruned leaf entry E), if there are sufficient number of instances that are far away from all remaining instances of object o in R * o,trim with a distance greater than E ps, E can be pruned. For ease of explanation, R * p,trim is used to represent the trimmed local R* tree of object p after pruning all entries with the minimum distance between the entries and the root entry of R * o,trim greater than E ps. Before introducing pruning rule 4, the following lemma is given:
Lemma 1 Let § be the maximal E ps-pruning entry set of p regarding the root entry of R * o,trim , o i be an instance of o in R * o,trim and p j is an instance of p in R * p,trim . If
Proof
(1) According to Definition 2, the weight of an instance pair is equal to the product of the weight of the two instances. Therefore, the total weight of instance pairs from R * o,trim
where the minimum distance between each o i ∈ R * o,trim and the root entry of R * p,trim is less than or equal to E ps and the minimum distance between each p j ∈ R * p,trim and the root entry of R * o,trim is less than or equal to E ps. (2) It is easy to have Eq. (2):
(3) Since the weight of each trimmed local R* tree is equal to the total weight of all remaining leaf entries, it is im- 
(4) Eqs. (1) and (3) lead to the following equation: 
Pruning Rule 4 Let E be the leaf entry of the global R* tree corresponding to an object p and § be the maximal E pspruning entry set of p regarding the root entry of R * o,trim . If
Given leaf entry E of the global R* tree corresponding to object p, pruning rule 3 removes all instances o i and results in R * o,trim , where: (1) o i is an instance of object o; and, (2) the distance between o i and each instance of p is larger than E ps. Pruning rule 4 is aimed at finding the maximal E pspruning entry set of p regarding R * o,trim , where the distance between each instance of p contained in a maximal E pspruning entry regarding R * o,trim and all remaining instances of o in R * o,trim is larger than E ps.
o,trim ) < α holds, then based on Lemma 1, the total weight of instance pairs (o i , p j ) from objects o and p, where o i is an remaining instance of o in R * o,trim and p j is a remaining instance of p in R * p,trim , is less than α. Note that the minimum distance of each entry pair is not less than that of its parent entry pair; thus, there may be some instance pairs (o i , p j ) of objects o and p from R * o,trim and R * p,trim with a distance greater than E ps. Therefore, the total weight of instance pairs regarding the objects o and p with distances less than or equal to E ps is less than or equal to the total weight of instance pairs from R * o,trim and R * p,trim . With the later being less than α, the former is then less than α. In the other words, the total weight of instance pairs from objects o and p with distances greater than E ps is greater than 1-α. Thus, p is not an α-approximation neighbor of o; and, E can be pruned.
Pruning rule 4 examines the local R* tree of p level by level in the same way as pruning rule 3, but with a different terminal condition.
Efficiently finding α-approximation E ps-neighborhood
Based on the four proposed pruning rules, Algorithm 6 illustrates the algorithm to get the neighborhood of a given multi-valued object. The basic idea works as follows: the global R* tree is traversed level by level from the root by maintaining a queue Q on the currently extended entries. If one entry in queue Q is pruned with the pruning rules, all multi-valued objects contained in the entry do not need to calculate the α-approximation distance from them to the given object.
Finally, only the remaining leaf entries in the global R* tree are examined to find all α-approximation neighbors by calculating the approximation distance. Since pruning reduces the number of distance calculations, the computational cost for getting the neighborhood of a given object in the database can be reduced.
In the getNeigborhood algorithm shown in Algorithm 6, queue Q is initialized first by loading all child entries of the root of the global R* tree (line 1). An iterative process then starts until Q is empty (lines 2 to 16). In each iteration, the process starts with getting first element E of queue Q (line 3). Pruning rules 1 to 3 are then applied to prune entry E (line 4). If E is pruned, E is removed from queue Q; and, the process continues by moving to the next element in the queue. Otherwise, all child entries of E are added into Q when E is not a leaf entry (lines 6 and 7).
If E is a leaf node corresponding to an object p, pruning rule 4 is applied (line 9). If entry E is not pruned after applying all pruning rules, the calculateAl phaApproxDistance algorithm is used to calculate the α-approximation distance with the two trimmed local R* trees (line 11). If the distance is less than E ps, p is a neighbor of o (lines 12 and 13). During this process, if there are entries of the local R* trees for objects o or p that being trimmed with pruning rule 3 or 4, a logical removal can be achieved by setting the field of isRemoved as true.
After the calculation, the trimmed local R* trees should be restored to their original state with ReSet (lines 14 and Algorithm 6 getNeighborhood (o, E ps, al pha) 1: add all child entries of the root of the global R * tree into a queue Q 2: while Q is not empty do 3: E = the first element in Q 4:
apply pruning rules 1 to 3 to E 5: if E cannot be pruned then 6:
if E is not a leaf entry then 7:
add all child entries of E into Q 8: else 9:
apply pruning rule 4 to E 10: if E cannot be pruned then 11:
add p into the current neighborhood of o 14:
RESET(p) 15:
RESET (o) 16: remove E from Q 17: return all objects in the α-approximation E ps-neighborhood of o 15), where ReSet assigns f alse to the flags which have been set to true in pruning. Finally, all neighbors of the object o are returned (line 17).
Experiments
Experiments are conducted on both synthetic and real datasets to evaluate the proposed algorithms. All experiments are performed on a PC with an Intel Core i7-2600 3.4GHz dual CPU and 8G memory under a 64-bit Windows 7 system.
Datasets

Synthetic datasets
Four two-dimensional synthetic multi-valued datasets, called Aggregation-MVO, Compound-MVO, Jain-MVO, and Twocircles-MVO, have been generated based on the datasets from Gionis et al. (2007), Zahn (1971) , Jain and Law (2005) and Kulis et al. (2009) , respectively. The resulting synthetic datasets are shown in Fig. 6 , in which each point indicates an instance of a multi-valued object. The four datasets represent four typical cases of density-based clusters: Aggregation-MVO contains clusters of continuous decreasing density; Compound-MVO has clusters of complicated structures (hollow and concave shapes) with noise; Jain-MVO consists of clusters with varying density; and, Twocircles-MVO comprises clusters of uniform density. There are 788, 399, 373 and 500 objects in the four datasets, respectively.
Note that each object of the original datasets has only one value. Multiple instances are generated for these objects according to the following instructions. All instances of each multi-valued object are distributed within a circle area. The center of the circle is the location of the point from the original datasets; and, the radius of the circle is set to the distance from the original point to its k th nearest neighbor, where k is from a uniform distribution in [3, 7] . In particular, four different types of distributions (uniform, Gaussian, inverse Gaussian and mixture Gaussian distributions) are used to distribute the instances of objects, as shown in Fig. 7 . The objects belonging to the same cluster follow the same distribution. Number of instances per object follows a uniform distribution in [30, 100] . Before normalization, the weight of instances for each object follows a bimodal distribution, which is a mixture of two normal distributions with different means (30 and 60) and variances (10 and 30). Finally, the value domain in each dimension ranges from 0 to 1 000.
Real datasets
Two real datasets, Gowalla Check-In dataset (Cho et al. 2011) and MLS SOCCER dataset (MLS SOCCER 2013), are used to test the clustering algorithms in this paper. The Gowalla Check-In dataset contains 69 280 check-in records from 5 462 users. Each user is treated as a multi-valued object, and each check-in of the user is treated as an instance of the object. The weight of a check-in is determined with its frequency. The number of instances per object varies from 4 to 277. The MLS SOCCER dataset is extracted from the statistics of Major League Soccer players from 1996 to 2013. Each player is treated as a multi-valued object. The statistics, including minutes played, goals and assists, of a player per year is treated as an instance. To ensure that the performance of a player is accurately reflected with the above statistics, only forward players are selected. The dataset contains a total of 117 objects. The number of instances per object varies from 1 to 13. For each object, the instances derived from the most recent statistics are assigned higher weights. The three statistics are normalized to a scale between 0 and 100.
Effectiveness of α-approximation distance in clustering
To cluster multi-valued objects, three algorithms are implemented (in C++) for the experiments. Algorithm DBCMO is implemented as described in previous sections. Two other approaches, FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN, are implemented as described in Kriegel and Pfeifle (2005) , where FDBSCAN obtains the same number of samples for all objects and EX-PDBSCAN uses the expected value in each dimension to aggregate multiple values of each object.
Evaluation criteria
In this paper, we use precision, recall and F 1 score to measure clustering quality. Specifically, for a given clustering result, a true positive (T P) decision assigns two reachable objects to the same cluster; a true negative (T N) decision assigns two unreachable objects to different clusters; a false positive (FP) decision assigns two unreachable objects to the same cluster; and a false negative (FN) decision assigns two reachable objects to different clusters. The precision, recall and F 1 score of a clustering result are defined with Eqs. (6), (7) and (8), respectively.
F 1 score = 2 * precision * recall (precision + recall) (8)
Clustering results
Note that the clustering of traditional density-based approaches, e.g. EXPDBSCAN, is controlled by the minimum number of objects (MinObs) required to form a cluster and the neighborhood distance (E ps). However, FDBSCAN and DBCMO each have one more parameter, where reachability probability (RP) is defined in FDBSCAN to determine if an object can be added to the current cluster, and α is needed in DBCMO to determine whether two objects are neighbors. Unless otherwise specified, we set MinObs = 5 and α = RP = 0.7, while E ps is set by using the k-d diagram as discussed in Ester et al. (1996) . 
Synthetic datasets
The results of DBCMO, FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN on the four synthetic datasets are illustrated in Figs. 8 to 11, where different clusters are distinguished with multiple markers in different colors and each black marker indicates an instance of a noise object.
The key drawback of traditional density-based clustering approaches is that they expect the density drop to detect cluster borders (Jain and Maheswari 2012) . In other words, it is a major challenge of density-based clustering to deal with datasets in which cluster density decreases continuously. The problem is more challenging for multi-valued objects with multiple instances. Fig. 8 shows the DBCMO, FDBSCAN and EXPDB-SCAN clustering results of the Aggregation-MVO dataset, where the centers of clusters C1 and C2 (yellow and cyan points shown in Fig. 8a ) are adjacent to each other. Since the limit among cluster centers (peaks of density distribution) and cluster boundaries (valleys of density distribution) is blurry (Wang and Huang 2009) , the density of the two clusters decreases continuously close to their boundaries. As shown in Fig. 8 , DBCMO succeeds in detecting the two clusters, as shown in Fig. 8a , while FDBSCAN and EXPDB-SCAN fail to distinguish them (Figs. 8b and 8c) . Fig. 9 illustrates the results of the three algorithms for the Compound-MVO dataset. In this dataset, cluster C1 (blue points) lay inside ring-shaped cluster C2 (green points), while arbitrarily shaped cluster C3 (red points) is surrounded by noise (Fig. 9a) . Although FBDCAN and EXPDBSCAN are able to find clusters C2 and C3, which have hollow or concave structures, they cannot correctly identify cluster C1 in the hollow of C2. As shown in Fig. 9b , some parts of C1 are fused with cluster C2 by FDBSCAN. In Fig. 9c , EX-PDBSCAN splits C1 into two clusters in blue and magenta colors. (Fig. 10a) . As shown in Fig. 10 , DBCMO outperforms FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN by detecting the two clusters successfully. Note that most existing densitybased clustering algorithms fail to cluster data sets with large differences in density, since a global parameter setting (that is, MinObs-E ps) cannot appropriately estimate the density of all clusters. A typical solution, as introduced in the OP-TICS method (Ankerst et al. 1999) , is the creation of an augmented ordering of the dataset, where the new representation of the dataset contains information being equivalent to the density-based clustering with a broad range of parameter settings. In this paper, DBCMO achieves similar effects corresponding to a range of parameter settings with approximation factor α, thus obtaining good performance for dealing with the datasets with varied densities. Fig. 11 illustrates the results of the three algorithms for the Twocircles-MVO dataset with uniform density. DBCMO identifies four clusters as expected (as shown in Fig. 11a ). In Fig. 11b , FDBSCAN merges some parts of cluster C1 (cyan points) with clusters C3 (yellow points) and C4 (red points) and splits clusters C1 and C3 into two subclusters. Fig. 11c shows that clusters C1, C3 and C4 are each splitted into two subclusters by EXPDBSCAN. Table 2 shows the quantitative evaluations (precision, recall and F 1 score) of the three algorithms for the four datasets. DBCMO outperforms FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN with the highest precision, recall and F 1 scores over the first three datasets. For the Twocircles-MVO dataset, DBCMO has the second highest precision, but the highest recall and F 1 score.
As shown in Figs. 11a and 11c, both DBCMO and EX-PDBSCAN separate unreachable objects into different clusters very well, thereby obtaining very good precision. However, a few objects belonging to cluster C2 (green points) Table 2 : Clustering evaluation for synthetic datasets are incorrectly labeled as noise in Fig. 11a , which explains why the precision of DBCMO is slightly lower than that of EXPDBSCAN. On the other hand, EXPDBSCAN fails to assign reachable objects to the same clusters in Fig. 11c , resulting in very poor recall and F 1 score. Some interesting results are found when the number and size of clusters detected by FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN are further examined. In particular, FDBSCAN results in the splitting and merging of partitions in the clustering process, while EXPDBSCAN leads to the splitting of clusters. As shown in Figs. 8b, 9b, 10b and 11b, FDBSCAN merges some clusters in all synthetic datasets and also splits some clusters in the Aggregation-MVO, Jain-MVO and Twocircles-MVO datasets. However, a few objects in clusters C4 (cyan points) and C5 (yellow points) are marked as noise in the Compound-MVO dataset (Fig. 9b) , which is a special case of splitting. By contrast, Figs. 8c, 9c, 10c and 11c show that EXPDBSCAN splits clusters incorrectly in all synthetic datasets.
The incorrect splitting phenomenon occurs when the densitybased clustering methods are likely to divide some meaningful clusters into multiple subclusters; and, the incorrect merging phenomenon happens when there are not enough groups to represent the data, i.e. some clusters are absorbed into a few giant clusters. In FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN, the incorrect splitting and merging phenomena are caused by the wrong density distribution used for the connectivity computation among objects. Note that the closeness between two multi-valued objects can be determined with the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback and Leibler 1951) of their density distribution, and the instances with higher weights contribute more to the density distribution of the corresponding object. Therefore, the density distribution of the object is changed if any information of its instances or weight is missing, which further affects the density distribution of the cluster to which the object belongs.
In FDBSCAN, sampling is used to produce some representative instances (samples) per objects for distance computation. Intuitively, the instances from sparse areas are more likely to be discarded after sampling, which results in the decrease of density in this small area. When multiple, tiny, low-density areas are merged into large low-density areas surrounding some cluster centers (peaks of density distribution), the incorrect splitting phenomenon occurs. The density distributions of partitions in datasets are not always balanced, which can further contribute to the incorrect splitting phenomenon. FDBSCAN also assigns the same weight for all samples. The loss of weight information causes the incorrect merging phenomenon in the clustering process.
For each object in EXPDBSCAN, an aggregated value is produced from the high density area of its density space, which means that the whole area corresponding to all instances of the object in the density space shrinks to a single point with very high density. Once the gaps among these high density points grow into low density bands, the incorrect splitting phenomenon happens. The density distribution may be imbalanced in different places of each cluster; therefore, the clusters are easily splitted into several subclusters, and each subcluster consists of several high-density points that are adjacent to each other.
In summary, DBCMO avoids the incorrect splitting and merging phenomena by calculating the connectivity of two objects based on their real density distribution, while FDB-SCAN and EXPDBSCAN group the objects into different partitions with approximate density distribution obtained from samples and aggregated values, respectively.
Real datasets
The objective with the Gowalla Check-In dataset is the grouping of users into different clusters based on the location information of their check-in records. Although users may frequently travel in different places, most activities happen within a certain distance from their home (Rahimi and Wang 2013) . By applying our clustering algorithms, clusters of users that, for instance live, in same area, city or district can be detected. Rahimi and Wang (2013) present a method to calculate the home location of social network users based on their check-in records. In this experiment, the clustering results of home location with DBSCAN are treated as the true labels of users in the Gowalla Check-In dataset. Table 3 : Clustering evaluation for real datasets
For the MLS SOCCER dataset, the soccer players are clustered based on minutes played, goals and assists. To evaluate the results of multi-valued clustering on the MLS SOC-CER dataset with precision, recall and F 1 score, DBSCAN is applied to players' salaries in 2013; and, the partitioning results are used as the ground truth for clustering. The justification lies in the fact that the present salaries of forward players are significantly related to their previous performances. For example, a forward player with better statistics of minutes played, goals and assists in previous years should get a higher salary.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the results of DBCMO, FDBSCAN and EXPDBSCAN for the two real datasets. For the Gowalla dataset, EXPDBSCAN produces some small clusters and merges two major clusters C3 (yellow points) and C5 (cyan points) in Fig. 12c , while DBCMO and FDBSCAN successfully group these social network users into five different partitions corresponding to five different cities (Figs. 12a and  12b) . However, FDBSCAN has vague boundaries among the resulting clusters (e.g. C1 and C2), while DBCMO can clearly separate each cluster from others.
For the MLS SOCCER dataset, DBCMO can successfully detect those few players with the best performances, grouping them into small clusters (Fig. 13a) . FDBSCAN mixes the objects of two obtained clusters together (yellow and red points in Fig. 13b) , and EXPDBSCAN produces a worse result by grouping most objects into a single cluster (Fig. 13c) . Intuitively, small clusters can be easily absorbed by large clusters in density-based clustering when the boundaries between these two kinds of clusters are not clearly defined. Moreover, the loss of the information by the sampling in FDBSCAN and the aggregation in EXPDB-SCAN can further strengthen this trend.
In the MLS SOCCER dataset, the statistics of most players are very small. These players constitute the largest cluster (C1, red points in Fig. 13a ) in the dataset. By exploiting the full information of all instances in each object, DBCMO can successfully detect small clusters C2 (yellow points) and C3 (cyan points) in the dataset. In this test, the other two clusters with 5 (cluster C2) and 4 objects (cluster C3) are correctly recognized. Note that we set MinObs = 4 and α = 0.6 in this test, since the size of the MLS SOCCER dataset is small. Table 3 shows the quantitative evaluation results of the two real datasets. We can see that DBCMO has the high- est precision and F 1 score for both the Gowalla and MLS SOCCER datasets. Moreover, it produces the highest and second highest recall for the two real datasets, respectively. Although EXPDBSCAN has good recall on the MLS SOC-CER dataset, it results in very poor precision and F 1 score, since it could only find one cluster.
Efficiency of pruning rules
To evaluate the efficiency of the four proposed pruning rules, we conduct experiments on both the synthetic and real datasets. Specifically, we examine the running time (in milliseconds) of the proposed multi-valued clustering algorithm with varying numbers of pruning rules (i.e. no pruning rule in P0, pruning rule 1 in P1, pruning rules 1 and 2 in P1-2, pruning rules 1, 2 and 3 in P1-3, and all pruning rules in P1-4).
The evaluation results are depicted in Fig. 14. It is shown that there is a dramatic decrease in the processing time using various pruning techniques (up to 2 orders of magnitude on all synthetic datasets). From the figure, it can be seen that pruning rule 1 results in largest reduction in running time. In comparison with the processing time of P0, the running time of P1 has dropped more than six times for all synthetic datasets.
This can be attributed to pruning rule 1 being sensitive to the distribution of the objects in the datasets. The best pruning power is achieved with pruning rule 1 if the objects are widely distributed throughout the whole data space. However, the trend is not so pronounced with the real datasets. The distributions of objects in the Gowalla and MLS SOC-CER datasets are highly overlapped, resulting in less significant improvement in the processing time. In most cases, the improvement of pruning rule 1 is a quadratic function of the size of the datasets.
Pruning rule 2 has lower but more stable pruning power on all datasets, since it is greatly affected by the setting of parameter E ps. It reduces the running time more effectively when larger E ps is selected. The improvement of pruning rule 2 is linear to the size of the datasets.
The efficiency of pruning rules 3 and 4 is determined by the instance distribution of objects, the setting of E ps and the setting of α. Pruning rule 3 has a higher pruning power than pruning rule 4.
Sensitivity
In another set of experiments, we study the sensitivity of the three algorithms regarding different α/RP values and plot the running time (in milliseconds) of DBCMO, FDBSCAN, and EXPDBSCAN for all the synthetic and real datasets. The α/RP values increase from 0.1 to 1.0 gradually, while MinObs and E ps have the same settings as those in Section 6.2.
As shown in Fig. 15 , the increasing α values can result in the dramatic decline of running time for DBCMO. More specifically, the time of DBCMO can be less than that of FDBSCAN when a large α value (e.g. α=1) is chosen. The change in the running time mainly results from the decreased number of distance calculations. With the same settings of MinObs and E ps, two multi-valued objects can be α-approximation neighbors only by fulfilling more rigorous conditions if a larger α value is set, since more instance pairs with small distances (≤ E ps) are required. In other words, there is a higher probability that more pruning can be conducted with pruning rules 3 and 4. Moreover, Fig. 15 illustrates that FDBSCAN and EX-PDBSCAN are not sensitive to various α/RP values, due to the nature of their applied techniques. In FDBSCAN, RP is the threshold to determine if two objects are reachable, which does not affect the computational cost. EXPDBSCAN does not have any approximation factor.
Scalability
The scalability of DBCMO regarding different numbers of objects, instances and dimensions is tested. Specifically, the number of objects (n) is varied from 2 000 to 10 000; and, the number of instances per object follows a uniform distribution in [1, m] , where m varies from 100 to 900. Dimensionality d varies from 2 to 10. The default values of n, m and d are set to 2 000, 100 and 2, respectively.
All datasets for this test consists of four clusters. To generate the datasets, we equally divide the first 2 dimensions (2 ≤ d ≤ 10) into two parts and evenly distribute all objects into 4 cells of equal size. The centers of objects in the same cluster follow a Gaussian distribution in d-dimensional space. All instances of each object have a uniform distribution, and the weights follow a normal distribution. Fig. 16 presents the trends of running time (in minutes or seconds) versus increasing numbers of objects, instances and dimensions. Fig. 16a shows that DBCMO scales well as the number of objects increases. The proposed pruning techniques can efficiently reduce the number of distance computations, thus greatly shortening the running time. However, DBCMO suffers from the quadratic complexity of the distance calculation among instance pairs with respect to the number of instances (Fig. 16b) .
It is interesting to note that DBCMO runs faster when dimensionality d increases (Fig. 16c) , suggesting that DBCMO can gain higher pruning power as d increases. This can be attributed to the distribution of objects in a larger data space and the distances between the pairs of instances (instance pairs) from neighboring objects getting larger related to the whole data space. Accordingly, pruning rules 3 and 4 are more effective, since they are greatly affected by the distribution of these instances.
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate clustering multi-valued data by exploiting both the distribution of objects and the distribution of values. Specifically, we advocate measuring the similarity among multi-valued objects based on their real density distribution rather than the reconstructed distribution from sampling or aggregation. An approximation factor α is introduced into the distance computation, helping to solve some major challenges in the density-based clustering of multi-valued objects, such as handling clusters of varying or continuously decreasing densities. To address the computational challenge, various pruning techniques are proposed to speed up the clustering process. Our experimental evaluations demonstrate that our methods achieves much more accurate and stable clustering results than any other available approaches for multi-valued data, without visibly sacrificing efficiency.
In the future, we will study the problem of parameter selection as our methods are sensitive to the changing of parameters, and extend the current work to a parallel-processing framework for handling large amounts of data.
